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I. HIGHLIGHTS

1. With the benefit of hindsight, it appears that much more attention and
work on the project concept, scope, design and evaluation was required, prior
to and during project appraisal and subsequent reactivation of the Bank loan.
The motive at the time of Project formulation was to relieve urgent food
shortages. The Appraisal Mission did not fully accept recommendations from a
preliminary feasibility study. Although further pre-investment studies were
intended and financial allocations under the loan made, the additional studies
were not undertaken.

2. After the Project's reactivation under a new institutional framework
and political regime, very little effective guidance or control over the
Project's modifications and implementation could be exercised by the Bank.

3. Unsuitable Project design and the Executing Agency's limited capability
to undertake the required intensive maintenance and efficiently operate the
facilities limits the reliability of the irrigation system. At post-evaluation,
the costliest components of the Project, i.e., the pumping stations and the
gravity delivery system, are seen to have much reduced utility.

3. With the recent abolition of collectivized agriculture, farmers have
increasing opportunities for choice, and growing numbers prefer to use privately
owned mobile pump sets to irrigate their fields. The Project's other components,
i.e., the protection dikes and the improvements to creeks and water supply
channels have contributed to making irrigation water available for farmers to
use their own pumps.

4. The objectives of increasing rice production are being achieved. Also,
crop diversification is taking place. The original targets are possibly being
exceeded. However, the Project has contributed to these developments only
partially. Moreover, the Project has failed to serve as a model for the
introduction of new irrigation technology.

5. The Project's economic internal rate of return (EIRR) of 7 per cent
at post-evaluation is below the various EIRRs calculated at preceding steps in
the project cycle. The low EIRR reflects the limited contribution of some of
the Project's components and results from the increased costs to the economy as
the underutilized Project components co-exist with increasing numbers of
independent pump sets.

II. BACKGROUND

A.	 Rationale

6. To regain self-sufficiency in foodgrain in the early 1970s, the
Government initiated a program of intensifying rice production, particularly in
the Mekong Delta, an area which provides as much as two-thirds of the country's
rice crop. From several water resource development schemes the Bank selected
for its second Project in the Mekong Delta a densely populated area shared by
the provinces of Long An and Tien Ciang. The Project comprised irrigation,
drainage and flood control infrastructure with agricultural support services,
and was expected to yield quick results by enabling farmers to grow a second rice
crop and increase yields.

B.	 Formulation

7.	 In 1972, the Government engaged expatriate consultants to survey
various possibilities for irrigation and flood control throughout the Mekong
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Delta. From the study emerged the concept of phased irrigation development of
the area between the Vam Co Tay River and the My Tho River. The Bank
subsequently provided for further in-depth study a Project Preparatory Technical
Assistance (PPTA) (TA No. 99, 1973) and acted as executing agency for an UNDP-
sourced PPTA (TA No. 103, 1974). The feasibility study, submitted to the Bank
in September 1974, proposed a project which subsequently underwent fairly major
changes during the Bank's appraisal.

C.	 Objectives and Scope

8. The Project's immediate objective was to increase cropping intensity
in an area of about 8,200 ha by improving irrigation and drainage and reducing
such farming risks as floods and saline tidal water intrusion. The yield of rice
crops was to be increased from 3.0 mt/ha to about 4.5 mt/ha by introducing
improved water and soil management practices and by providing agricultural
inputs. Farm incomes were expected to increase as a result.

9. The Project's physical facilities included: (i) 25.5 km long flood
protection dike with five sluices to permit drainage; (ii) 145 km of main drains
and 370 km subsidiary drains; (iii) seven electric pump stations (with electric
supply facilities); (iv) improvement of freshwater creeks; (v) gravity irrigation
canal network with a command area of 8,200 ha; (vi) a large intake sluice (with
navigation lock) at the main freshwater intake river; and (vii) 47 km of all-
weather and 514 km of dry-weather roads.

10. Also to be provided were: (i) a Project Office for implementation,
operation and maintenance of the infrastructure facilities; (ii) a pilot
demonstration farm to introduce improved water management and cultivation
practices; and (iii) consulting services to strengthen management of the
infrastructure facilities, agricultural support institutions, and farmer
organizations.

D.	 Financing Arrangements

11. The Bank approved ADF Loan No. 207 of $7.4 million on 10 December 1974
to finance the entire foreign exchange cost plus $1.8 million of the local
currency cost. The Bank was to finance about 70 per cent of the total Project
cost as estimated at appraisal. The Borrower was the Government. Due to
intensifying civil war conditions the Bank suspended in 1975 the right of the
Borrower to make withdrawals. The loan was reactivated three and a half years
later in 1978.

12. Prior to this loan, the Executing Agency received two loans totalling
$4.6 million and three grants for PPTA amounting to $0.5l5 million. The Bank
funded 16 per cent of this technical assistance while the larger share was
provided by UNDP and administered by the Bank. Upon reactivation, the Bank
provided advisory and operational technical assistance in the amount of $O.055
million to assist with implementation. Also the IBRD and several bilateral
agencies provided technical assistance and project lending for the agricultural
sector.

E.	 Completion

13. The Project was completed in January 1987 almost six and a half years
after the completion date envisaged at appraisal. A Project Completion Report
(PCR) was prepared by the Bank's Agriculture West Division in December 1987.
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The PCR provides detailed information on the design and scope at appraisal and
as actually implemented and provides other detailed information on implementation
events.

F.	 Ex-Post Evaluation

14. This Project Performance Audit Report (PPAR) presents the findings of
a Post-Evaluation Mission (PEM) during July 1989 and focusses primarily on
aspects of functional quality and operations of the Project facilities and the
impact on agricultural production. The PPAR also presents an assessment of the
Project's effectiveness in terms of achieving its objectives and the
sustainability of Project operations.

15. The PPAR is based on a review of the PCR, the Appraisal Report (AR),
and material in the Bank files, discussions with staff members of the Bank, the
Executing Agency, and other agencies of the Borrower; and interviews with
representatives of some of the communities and with individual farmers and
dealers of agricultural inputs and produce in the Project area and adjacent
areas. Copies of the draft PPAR were provided to the Borrower, the Executing
Agency, and Bank staff concerned, for review and comments. Comments received
were taken into consideration in finalizing the Report.

III. IMPLEMENTATION PERFORMANCE

A.	 Design

16. In view of a foodgrain shortage emerging in Viet Nam during the l970s,
the Government decided to intensify rice cultivation in parts of the lower Mekong
Delta. Attention focussed on the Tan An area in the central part of the delta
where existing irrigated cultivation could quickly be improved if water were made
available. While the 8,200 ha tract of the Tan An Project area constitutes only
a fraction of the central part of the delta, it was expected that the experience
gained and the demonstration effects emanating from the Project would lead to
more widespread water resource management and agricultural development in similar
areas throughout the delta.

17. The various studies which preceded the appraisal were in agreement
that, as a first step, the Project area had to be protected from intrusion of
water harmful to crops. The proposed technical solutions were 1.5 rn-high dikes
along the northern boundary (Vam Co Tay River and Babeo Canal) and the western
boundary (Plain of Reeds) to protect the Project area from acid waters at the
beginning of the wet season and from flooding during the monsoon. The dikes
would at the same time prevent the intrusion of saline water from the Vam Co Tay
River during the dry season. A number of sluice gates were needed to allow
drainage of excess water from the Project area into the Vam Co Tay River, the
Babeo Canal, and other natural water courses. At the same time, the fresh water
flows would have to be controlled by a major sluice structure on the Bao DInh
River, the main source of irrigation water for the Project area.

18. The second element of the design, namely, the method of providing and
conveying irrigation water, became controversial when differing technical
proposals were made in the feasibility study and at appraisal. More
modifications were introduced at reactivation of the Project, and simplifications
and deletions were made during implementation. Some of these modifications
resulted from better insights gained in the field by personnel of the Executing
Agency. With hindsight, the exclusion of 600 ha of acid sulphate soils from
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the irrigation command area appears to have been justified. Changes in the
pumping stations resulted from the realization that it would be difficult to
establish and maintain gravity irrigation for large command areas in flat terrain
dissected by many existing water courses. Therefore, smaller command areas were
designed comprising altogether only 6,300 ha, and these were to be supplied by
an increased number of pumping stations. Another major change in the technical
concept was the omission of the sluice on the Bao Dinh River. Raising of the
water level was instead to be achieved by deeper excavation of the fresh water
creeks supplying the pumping stations.

19. The PEN does not fully accept the PCR contention that the changes in
scope and technical concept did not have a significant impact, mainly since it
is doubted that the appraisal design would have been functional.

B.	 Contracting . Construction and Commissioning

20. The appraisal stipulated that the civil works would be suitably
packaged to be undertaken by local contractors, while detailed designs and
construction supervision would be undertaken by consultants. It was envisaged
that construction equipment, then available for lease from the Government, would
permit capital-intensive and rather expedient completion of the civil works,
within five years. However, at the time of the Project's reactivation, the
situation had changed and the only option then available was that the provincial
government's construction company would undertake the civil works in accordance
with a revised schedule. The work proceeded without further evaluation of the
technical concept by consultants and without detailed designs.

21. What actually happened was that the provincial offices of the executing
agency used the available resources, including loan proceeds, to undertake some
of the works identified in the Project's feasibility study but otherwise
continued the then prevailing program of piecemeal repair, rehabilitation and
improvement. Because of lack of equipment at that time, actual construction was
carried out by labor-intensive methods. The protected and intermittent
implementation on account of administrative changes, financial difficulties and
material shortage hampered timely completion of works. The Project's irrigation
system and infrastructure now is hardly distinguishable from that of adjacent
areas in the delta. Thus, the original idea of the Project serving as a model
for systematic irrigation planning, synchronized implementation, higher level
technology and more efficient irrigation management was lost. For further
discussion and detail concerning shortcomings in the design and workmanship, see
paras. 63-65 and Appendix 1.

C.	 Organization and Mana gement of Implementation

22.	 Reactivation of the loan implied the Bank's agreement to the then-
existing implementation modalities. It was the Bank 4 s first operational
experience in a country restructuring its institutional framework and processes
to conform with those of centrally planned economies. A change in the Executing
Agency and formation of a new Project Office became necessary when functions
formerly subsumed under the Ministry of Agriculture were separated to become the
new Ministry of Water Resources.	 As a result, coordination within the
agricultural sector became more complex.	 More significant was that the
Government had assumed direct responsibility for undertaking civil works
construction on a force account basis. A newly established Provincial
Construction Department absorbed professional personnel from various other
agencies, while the labor force was made up of largely unskilled rural labor and
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persons dislocated from their previous economic activities. Reportedly the labor
gangs in the field changed frequently and did not have sufficient technical
personnel to guide and supervise them, and remuneration and morale were poor.

23. This represented a significant departure from the originally envisaged
arrangements in which qualified private contractors would undertake the civil
works with their own technical personnel and trained work force. The poor
standard of workmanship (Appendix 1) is partly attributable to the unconventional
approach adopted. Project management also suffered from a lack of suitably
experienced professional personnel, as war and post-war events had caused
dislocations. A significant deviation from the intentions was that the
consultant services for detailed design, construction supervision and
institutional strengthening provided under the loan were not availed of. The
Bank's supervision was limited to only six review missions during the ten-year
implementation period, despite numerous instances of inadequate compliance with
covenants (paras. 31-33).

D.	 Actual Costs and Financing

24. The PCR Mission as well as the PEM faced circumstances under which the
only documented cost data are the estimates made at various points in time during
the project cycle, as shown in Table 1 below:

Table 1: Estimated Project Costs
(in $'OOO)

Local	 Foreign	 Total

Appraisal (September 1974)
Reactivation (June 1978)
Reformulation (August 1983)
Project Completion (December 1987)
Post-Evaluation (July 1989)

	

7,100	 5,600	 12,700

	

9,200	 5,400	 14,600

	

13.194	 5,900	 19,094

	

5.958	 6,062	 12,020

	

3,034	 6,062	 9,096

Specific difficulties with data and valuation in centrally planned economies are
further discussed in paras. 65-68. The PEM used the recent substantially lower
free market exchange rate value of the Dong. The annual distribution of costs
is contained in Appendix 3. The resulting overall Project cost, expressed in
dollars, amounts to only 72 per cent of the appraisal estimate. The above
estimate in US dollars obscures the fact that the Government's burden increased,
as international price increases and domestic inflation caused the Government's
share of the overall Project costs to increase.

E.	 Implementation Schedule

25. The original scheduling was based on rather unrealistic assumptions
about the intensity of the internal conflict in general and the security
situation in the Project area in particular. The appraisal in October 1974
expected that security in the Project area would improve while at the same time
acknowledging that areas adjacent to the Project had long been rebel strongholds.
It turned out that the situation deteriorated so rapidly that just four months
later the Bank suspended the right of the Borrower to make withdrawals.

26. Comparison of the initial schedule with actual implementation is not
useful. More relevant is an assessment of the implementation schedule as revised
at the time of the Project's reactivation. Several time-consuming steps were
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eliminated under the changed implementation arrangements, such as comprehensive
design work by consultants, bidding and award procedures. It was also assumed
that the Government was in a position to mobilize large work forces. It was
therefore assumed that civil works construction and pump installation could be
accomplished within a two-year period.

27. However, the completion of the Project's infrastructure components
altogether required ten years. After reactivation, administrative charges,
financial difficulties and material shortages hampered implementation.
Apparently the Bank as well as the Government underestimated the country's
difficulties in the post-reunification period. The extent of societal upheaval,
the change of the institutional framework and the replacement of markets by a
command economy were not fully understood. The dislocation of experienced
personnel and the shortages of material and equipment were not fully taken into
account. As the events in the country were unprecedented in Bank's operational
experience, the unrealistic assessments are to some extent understandable. At
post-evaluation, the Project was still not really completed but it is being
realized that the Project concept has turned out less practicable, and full
implementation accordingly is unlikely.

F.	 Effectiveness of Technical Assistance

28. At the time of appraisal the most suitable technical solution to
irrigation in the delta had not been determined. The tentative character of the
Project's concept was acknowledged, and a large technical assistance component
of $l.282 million was included under the Project. The allocation for technical
assistance amounted to 17 per cent of the loan amount and 10 per cent of the
total Project cost.

29. Under the technical assistance it was intended that a systematic and
comprehensive search for the most suitable approach to irrigation be undertaken.
Detailed topographic mapping was to provide a basis for the choice between
irrigation by gravity or by low-lift pumps. The preparation of detailed designs
for the Project's infrastructure was to precede implementation and would have
provided further opportunity for adaptations. Such comprehensive efforts would
have resulted in more reliable judgments than the preliminary assessments that
were possible at the time of appraisal.

30. As it turned out, the necessary steps in the Project's preparation
could not be taken before the loan was suspended and later were abandoned
entirely at the Project's reactivation, when the Bank agreed to omit the
technical assistance component. With the elimination of analytical and advisory
inputs by both soil and water management experts and extension service experts,
the Project could no longer be considered an integrated agricultural development
project. The small technical assistance linked to the Project's reactivationV
and Bank staff consultants engaged in 1983 were mainly concerned with assisting
procurement.

31. The PCR surmises that the Government's resistance to technical
assistance may have been caused at least partly by apprehension that expatriate
consultants would suggest impractical technical solutions. The Government's
attitude may have been reinforced by Bank's adherence to its original project

L	 TA No. 243-VIE for $55,000, approved on 24 August 1978.
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concept, which at the time of the Project's reactivation was already proving
unsuitable in other parts of the delta.

G. Compliance with Loan Covenants

32. The original Loan Agreement was substantially reformulated at the
Project's reactivation. The PEM agrees with the PCR's assessment that several
crucial provisions were not complied with, namely: (i) making funds, facilities
and services, including electrical power, available in a timely manner; (ii)
utilizing international consultants to assist in project preparation for
construction supervision and initial operation and maintenance; and (iii)
developing a pilot demonstration farm and providing agricultural inputs to the
Project area on a priority basis.

33. It was unrealistic at the time of reactivation to assume that the
Goverrunent would be able to comply with these crucial covenants. The changes
that had taken place after reunification and the material and institutional
shortcomings apparently were underestimated by the Bank's missions at the time.

34. The PEM differs from the PCR's view on the extent to which a number
of other important covenants were complied with. As almost two years have
elapsed since the PCR, shortcomings related to non-compliance with covenants have
become more pronounced. Jhile the PCR makes qualifying statements such as "in
greater part complied with," the PEM is inclined to assess non-compliance for
several important covenants, including those requiring that the Project be
carried out with sound engineering practices and that Project facilities and
equipment be adequately operated, maintained and repaired.

IV. PROJECT RESULTS

A. Operational Performance

1. Operation of Project Facilities

35. The different components of the Project vary in their utilization and
operational performance. PEM's observations are summarized below (see also
Appendix 2). The dike so far has functioned to protect against flooding with
acidic water from upstream areas and salt water intrusion from downstream.
Operation of the sluice gates in the dike leaves much to be desired. In several
instances impractical design of the gates precluded their frequent operation and
in some cases led to their early deterioration. Some gates have become
inoperative. The PEM observed neglect of maintenance and repair. It was further
noted that the remaining operational gates are not consistently fulfilling the
same purpose, as some are kept open while others are shut. During the Mission's
field visits farmers came forward to air complaints. It is the PEM's assessment
that after several years of experimenting with the gates' operation, a routine
has been established by which inflow of saline water and drainage of acidic water
are controlled with a pattern that requires the least operational efforts. This
is suboptimal and prevents realization of more of the production potential. Some
farmers are bound to have to forego benefits and even suffer losses.

36. At reactivation, the conunand area and water requirements were scaled
down from what was envisaged at appraisal; eight smaller pump stations were to
deliver 142 million cu m to irrigate 6,300 ha. The Project Completion Mission
reported that only five of eight pumping stations were commissioned between 1978
and 1987. These pumping stations comprised six sets of pumps with a design
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capacity of 4,000 cu in/h each, and 23 smaller sets of pumps with a capacity of
1,000 cu rn/h each. The total pumping capacity of 47,000 cu rn/h together with
completed primary and secondary irrigation canals had the capacity to irrigate
about 5,000 ha with a water delivery of about 112 million cu in per year. The
Project Completion Mission estimated in 1987 that only about 2,500 ha were
actually irrigated by the Project's facilities but projected that the area would
still increase to 3,300 ha. Also, the remaining three pumping stations were
still expected to be installed. At the time of post-evaluation, the situation
had changed. An analysis of logbook data of the pumping stations showed that
during the past cropping year, the pumps operated only about 500 hours per year.
This would provide water to only about 1,100 ha.

2. Farmers' Preference

37. The underutilization of the irrigation facilities may not be solely
due to inefficient operation and/or neglect of the facilities. The PCR already
reported widespread preference by individual farmers as well as collective
farming units for irrigation by privately-owned low lift pump sets. Since the
recent liberalization in the farm sector, with virtual dissolution of collective
farming units, the trend towards independently operated pumps appears to have
increased. While theoretically the Government's large-scale pumping of water
and conveyance by gravity ought to be more cost effective, farmers act according
to practical and cost considerations, which seem to indicate otherwise. As
farmers have intensified their cultivation efforts, they prefer to buy or rent
pump sets which permit them to more quickly provide irrigation water where and
when needed. There no longer seems to be a shortage of pumps or fuel.

38. In comparison, the Government-operated gravity irrigation system
requires many farmers to coordinate cultivation within large irrigation blocks.
It further involves difficulties in communication, bureaucratic formalities in
requesting irrigation water and complications in accounting and payment of fees.
Furthermore, experiences with power failures and uncertainty about actual pump
performance have further discouraged farmers from depending on Government-
operated gravity irrigation. Therefore the underutilization of the Project's
irrigation infrastructure is in part due to retrenchment dictated by the
preferences of farmers.

3.	 Water Availability

39. It has to be kept in mind that the preference for irrigation through
low lift pumps could develop only because sufficient water was available. The
Project has undoubtedly contributed to increasing the availability of suitable
irrigation water and to improving drainage. Such specific project works as
deepening of the fresh water creeks, new channels and intake basins have made
water more widely available. Backstopping of run-off water by the sluice gates
has raised the water table. Equally important is the reduction of salinity by
controlling, although imperfectly, the intrusion of brackish water. With
hindsight it emerges that the irrigation system as now preferred by farmers could
have been improved with alternative technical solutions. For instance, the
approach suggested in the original feasibility study would have to have been more
responsive to the farmers needs as they have now developed.
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4. Agicu1tural Production

40. Agricultural productivity in the Project area has exceeded appraisal
expectations. Production increases were achieved in spite of the limited
utilization of some of the Project's components and the operational shortcomings.
Cultivation of a second rice crop has been achieved during the 1988/89 crop year
on about 6,300 ha, as was envisaged at the Project's reactivation. In addition,
a range of subsidiary crops is grown on about 1,500 ha, and this activity is
increasing.

41. A most remarkable development during recent years, however, is the
rapidly increasing acreage on which a third rice crop is cultivated. This area
has increased from 480 ha in the crop year 1986/87 to about 2,000 ha in the
current crop year. Cropping intensity has thus reached 230 per cent for the
Project area. Also, yields have reportedly increased steadily. From the range
of 2.3 - 3.1 mt/ha in 1978 prior to commissioning of Project components, yields
have increased to a range of 3.4 - 4.3 mt/ha, with the second crop accounting
for the highest average yields.

42. The PEM concurs with the PCR's observation that the Project's pumping
stations and the gravity delivery system have only partially contributed to these
production increases. However, the Project's improvement of creeks, intake
canals, and drainage courses as well as the protection dike are more effective
measures and have played crucial roles in making water available for farmers'
mobile pumps.

43. There are a number of other factors which have contributed to the
growth of agricultural production in the area. Of major significance is the
rapid adoption of high-yielding, fast-growing rice varieties throughout the
Mekong Delta. Increasing numbers of cultivators have changed the cropping
pattern and have succeeded in harvesting three rice crops or have diversified
into cultivating a range of high-value subsidiary crops. For these developments
to take. place it was a precondition that irrigation water be sufficiently
available for enterprising farmers' mobile pump sets.

44. Unforeseen developments in the socio-political and institutional
environment have brought about tendencies towards liberalizing the farm sector.
Within the last two years the structure of farming has evolved from the
dominantly collective farming to, farm households that now lease land from the
state. This appears to have unleashed efforts by farmers to intensify land use,
and these efforts are paying off well in an economic environment that was
characterized by shortages for many years. The PEM observed in the field that
no space remains unused, to the extent that trellises are constructed over water
courses to provide growing space for vine crops growing from the banks. Farmers
have been quick in adopting new crops, new inputs and new practices and
technology, even without as much as rudimentary extension service.

45. Another significant factor is that liberalization has extended into
freeing markets and monetizing transactions. Delivery quotas were abolished.
Agricultural taxes are now paid in cash. Rice can be sold to the Government or
on the free market at prices controlled within ranges for the purpose of price
stabilization. Markets for a variety of other farm produce have been completely
freed from regulation. Markets for farm inputs are likewise liberalized and
after initial adjustment difficulties the prices of fertilizer and insecticides
have settled and suppliers do not seem to be constrained. Cooperative efforts,
which were formerly imposed, are now in numerous cases continued on a voluntary
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basis to pooi resources for purchases of irrigation pumps and other farming
inputs and for marketing produce. Because of the surge in initiatives and
efforts in farming throughout the Mekong Delta, the Mission could not discern
substantial advantage of the Project area over adjacent areas. Data for such
comparison were not available.

B.	 Institutional Develotment

46. The revolutionary nature of institutional change after reunification
led to the collectivization of the farming sector. It can be argued that
collectivization has certain advantages for large-scale irrigation as there are
economies of scale in tending larger tracts of irrigated land. The various
cultivation steps can be synchronized throughout the entire irrigation conmiand
areas and the water needs can be made uniform. In reality, however, the expected
production increases did not materialize to the extent expected. It was found
that the organizational mechanisms created by the state had stifled farmers
initiative and innovation. During the last two years, renewed institutional
change has resulted in the almost complete discontinuation of compulsory
collective farming in the Mekong Delta.

47. From observations in the field, especially interviews with farmers,
PEM gained the impression that various Governmental agencies have not been able
to adequately adapt to the new task of responding to the needs of an invigorated
farming sector. Except for the seed production and field tests of rice varieties
with fertilizer combinations, there are no support services for individual
farmers. Extension service by visits and efforts to introduce new crops are in
their infancy. So far, dissemination of farming information is only by radio
programs. Rural credit is not available at all from formal financial
institutions.

48. The completed Project facilities are not administered as one system
by a permanent Project Office as was envisaged at appraisal. Instead,
responsibilities have been divided among the two provinces which share in the
Tan An area. There is no longer a claim to special treatment or priority for
the Project to play a role as a pilot scheme.

49. The provincial field offices of the two provinces, although fully
staffed, have so far not been able to maintain the sluice gates, nor to guarantee
reliable pumping capacity or maintain the gravity delivery system. Furthermore,
the procedures to get the pumps activated remain cumbersome and cause delays,
and have thus encQuraged farmers to acquire their own pumps. It is symptomatic
of the prevailing administrative inertia that it has not yet been possible to
significantly improve the management information system, which would require
comparatively little investment. This had been recommended repeatedly and was
most recently pointed out in the PCR. Water quantity, quality and flows are not
systematically monitored and information on soil quality remains scarce.
Whatever data is collected is forwarded to the ministerial level and is not
suitably prepared for local decisionmaking.

C.	 Financial Performance

Cost Recovery

50. Cost recovery was originally envisaged to be achieved through
irrigation fees. However, the economic system and the policy environment have
since changed and the Project's utility has decreased. In the current situation,
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in which the Project's irrigation pumps are underutilized, fees can be charged
for only a fraction of the originally envisaged volume of water. These fees are
not derived from cost-based calculations but have been carried over from rather
arbitrarily determined charges during the period of collectivized agriculture.
At the same time, far larger amounts of irrigation water are taken free of charge
by farmers from the creeks and water supply channels, some of which were improved
under the Project. Under these circumstances there can be no possibility of
directly recovering the Project's capital, operating and maintenance costs.

51. Indirectly, however, there appears to be a substantial measure of
recovery. During the period of collectivized agriculture it was estimated that
55 per cent of the rice harvest was delivered to the Government at prices far
below market prices)-" Currently the situation is in flux. Compulsory
deliveries to the Government have been abolished and the price for rice
approaches market values while subsidies for agricultural inputs are being phased
out. Agriculture continues to transfer resources to other sectors through heavy
taxation.

D.	 Economic Re-Evaluation

52. The PEM encountered difficulties in obtaining data for evaluation of
this Project, as has been the case with previous PPARs for projects in Vietnam.
The recent economic liberalization program has freed some markets, which now co-
exist with sections of the economy not yet decontrolled. This led to increased
complexity. As reliable data on the fluid developments could not be obtained,
many of the parameters remain estimates. The EIRR as a measure of the Project's
contribution is therefore as conjectural as in previous reports. The issue is
further discussed in paras. 66-69. As the evaluation methodology of the PCR is
accepted in principle, PEM makes amendments only to reflect recent observations
on the condition and performance of the project's physical facilities, land use,
agricultural production, and the exchange rate development.

53. Of particular relevance is that the area benefitting from the Project's
pumps and gravity delivery system has decreased from 2,500 ha at the time of the
PCR to about 1,100 ha for the second crop and about 600 ha for a third rice crop
during the current cropping year. There is scant reason to support the PCR's
expectation that the Project' s irrigation performance could substantially improve
in the future.

54. The reported gains in production throughout the area (paras. 39-44)
despite the weak performance of the Project's irrigation components appear
paradoxical. Parts of the explanation are that: (i) the introduction of improved
varieties with shorter growing periods and new cropping patterns have increased
yields and at the same time have reduced the irrigation water needs during
critical levels of acidity and salinity; (ii) some of the Project's components
have proven useful insofar as improvements of creeks and water supply channels
have made more water available for farmers' to irrigate with their own pumps
about 4,000 ha during the second crop and about 2,000 ha during the third crop;
and (iii) the dissolution of collectivized agriculture together with the
introduction of market mechanisms, such as abolishing some price regulations and
quotas for agricultural produce as well as for farming inputs, have stimulated
farmers' efforts and initiatives.

11	 PPAR on Binh Dinh Irrigation Project, PE-209, paras. 72-74.
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55. As several of the developments boosting production did not result from
the Project, certainly not all of the positive effects can be attributed to the
Project. In fact, the situations "with" and "without" the project resemble each
other more closely and the Project can account for much smaller incremental gains
than was assumed at previous evaluations.

56. Furthermore, the farmers' preference for mobile pump sets adds
substantially to the costs of production, which had to be taken into account in
the recalculation of the EIRR. It is further assumed that the Project's
irrigation pumps and channels will be maintained at the present stagnating
performance levels, which will nevertheless cause substantial costs for
maintenance, repairs and replacements. The recent liberalization of the exchange
rate has led to a dramatic devaluation of the local currency and PEM had to
introduce a lower real value of the local currency than was assumed in previous
evaluations.

57. The EIRR of 7 per cent resulting from PEM's recalculation compares
unfavorably with previous recalculations as detailed in Table 2 below. Details
of the costs and benefit quantified are contained in Appendix 3.

Table 2: Economic Evaluation Results (EIRR)
from Appraisal to Post-Evaluation

Appraisal	 Reactivation	 Project Completion 	 Post-Evaluation
(1974)	 (1978)	 (1987)	 (1989)

14%	 30%	 18%	 7%

58. PEM concurs with the PCR that the Project as implemented cannot really
be compared with what was conceived at appraisal. There is also agreement that
the calculations at the time of the Project's reactivation were based on
unrealistic assumptions. That the EIRR has decreased in the two years since the
PCR's evaluation is due to the developments that: (i) the overall production
increases have largely taken place independent of the Project; (ii) the costliest
components of the Project, namely, the pumping stations and the gravity delivery
system, had their utility further reduced; and (iii) additional costs are being
incurred by farmers individually pumping water.

59. Farmers' preference to irrigate by privately-owned mobile pumps is
determined by a number of advantages, such as flexibility, speed and reliability
with which irrigation water can be conveyed to where and when it is needed. This
in turn depends mainly on the farmers' own initiative and effort. Farmers'
profit-oriented decisions, however, do not take into account the increased costs
to the economy when underutilized Project components co-exist with increasing
numbers of smaller pump sets.

E.	 Socioeconomic and Sociocultural Results

60. The Project must be credited with having demonstrated that the timely
availability of irrigation water and soil improvements through protection and
drainage measures can result in increased cropping intensity and yields.
Moreover, it permits diversification into higher value crops. This together with
the recent liberalization of agriculture results in better returns and has
spurred farmers initiatives and efforts.
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F. Environmental Impacts and Control

61. The need for a more systematic approach to land use and water
management in the Delta and throughout the entire river basin has been recognized
for some time. However, the instability in the region precluded the required
international coordination. As a stopgap measure to increase grain production,
the Government's reconnaissance study of 1973 recommended dividing the delta into
several subregions and improving water management and soil quality in each
subregion separately. The Bank's two projects, Tan An and Go Cong, have become
parts of what remains essentially a piecemeal approach. A more comprehensive
scheme remains undefined and no study has been undertaken on the effects on the
delta environment from irrigation, river diversion and drainage. The issues are
discussed in paras. 69-73.

G.	 Sustainability

62. It was pointed out in the PCR that the pumping stations and the
irrigation structures require intensive maintenance, repair and replacements if
they are to be kept from further deteriorating. PEN's observations in the field
led to the impression that the required maintenance efforts are not forthcoming.
The facilities seem to have deteriorated during the last two years as the area
supplied and the volume of irrigation water provided through the Project have
decreased.

63. The combination of lack of confidence of farmers in the reliability
of the irrigation system and the increasing opportunities for farmers to make
their own choices has contributed to the underutilization of the Project's
pumping stations and gravity delivery system. It is unlikely that the trend will
be reversed in the future because the suitability of the Project's design has
not been proven, the Government's managerial capability to operate the system
have not been demonstrated and farmers preferences have developed towards the
use of mobile pump sets. Under these conditions, the sustainability of the
Project's major components is doubted. On the other hand, it would be desirable
that those Project components which provide water to be drawn by farmers' pumps
receive increased attention. Such components include the protection dike and
sluices, weirs, creeks and water supply channels as well as drainage courses.
Longer term viability will depend on efforts to find appropriate scientific and
technical solutions which take into account the environmental implications
throughout the Mekong River basin.

V. KEY ISSUES FOR THE FUTURE

A.	 Shortcomings in Prolect Preparation and Design

64. Given the experimental nature of dry season irrigation in the delta,
the variety of proposed technical solutions is not surprising. In fact, it was
envisaged at appraisal that the design issues would be further explored after
topographical surveys and during final designs. Ample provision for consultancy
services was made under the Project. However, no further design work was carried
out before the Bank suspended in April 1975 the right of the Borrower to make
withdrawals. After reactivation, the scope was significantly reduced and the
technical concept was changed and simplified, mainly with the intention of
reducing costs.

65. The substantial allocation for design and implementation consultants
amounting to 17 per cent of the costs at appraisal was used for other project
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components.	 Also, the allocations for strengthening project management,
agricultural support institutions and farmer organizations were omitted together
with the demonstration farm component. With the omission of the latter
components the Project in fact lost its originally intended "integrated"
approach. The Bank agreed to all changes in the Project's scope and concept.
By providing only very limited staff consultants' inputs during implementation,
the Bank had no influence on the Project's design as it evolved)1

66. With hindsight it appears regrettable that Bank's appraisal as well
as the subsequent assessments at reactivation and reformulation disregarded the
feasibility study's recommendation for the most viable irrigation design. The
feasibility study had proposed improvement and expansion of the then prevailing
practice of water management. Specifically it recommended that low lift pump
stations be used to supply water into creeks and primary canals from which
farmers would arrange water distribution using their own mobile pumps. Similar
irrigation schemes through low lift pumps were in fact supported by the Bank
under similar topographic conditions in deltaic areas of Bangladesh. However,
during the Bank's appraisal a significantly more complex irrigation method was
devised, serving the entire Project area by gravity flows. To achieve this,
seven pumping stations with sufficiently high lift were to supply separate
command areas through a system of primary and lateral canals, sections of which
had to be raised above surrounding terrain. This concept was seen to be more
efficient as a few large-capacity pump stations would replace the multitude of
pumps independently operated by farmers. It was disregarded that the proper
functioning of the system in the area with very little slope would require
faultless operation and meticulous maintenance. No assessment was made of the
capabilities of the Government institutions concerned or of the preferences of
endusers.

B.	 Limitations of Economic Valuations

67. By the time the Project was reactivated in 1978 a centrally planned
economic system had been introduced which replaced market mechanisms with
Government allocations. Resource expenditure accounting and cost efficiency were
largely disregarded with the introduction of administrative pricing. Under such
conditions, cost and benefit quantification becomes problematic as crucial
parameters have to be estimated. The EIRR resulting from such calculations is
thus based on a mixture of impressions gained by Bank's missions in the field
and sets of inconsistent data provided by the agencies concerned.

68. This situation has again been illustrated in the context of PEN's
efforts to obtain meaningful data on the Project's investment costs and
operational expenditure. Separate records for the Project were not
systematically maintained as quantities and expenditures were aggregated for all
works undertaken by the Executing Agency and its provincial field offices. V The
PEN could not improve on the data presented in the PCR.

69. Even more complex were the constraints in obtaining reliable data for
benefit quantification. The recent liberalization and decentralization of
decisionniaking in the agricultural sector have further limited the Government's
ability to compile data through its administrative apparatus and the application

/	 In 1983 the Bank engaged three staff consultants for two months to assess
the changes proposed by the Government.

V	 Data presented to the PCR Mission could not be reconciled with the Bank's
disbursement records.
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of sampling techniques are in their infancy. The PEM was only able to replace
some of the estimates in the PCR by estimates of its own.

70. The PEM agrees with the PCR that only limited usefulness can be
accorded to calculations based on such estimates. The limitations to
quantitative evaluation are recurrent in the context of economic systems such
as Viet Nam.

C. The Project in the Lar ger Environmental Context

71. A first approach to a much needed master plan for river basin
development is now being made with an IBRD-financed survey. However, these
efforts at more comprehensive water resource planning are still in their infancy,
while Government agencies continue piecemeal efforts with new river control
structures and drainage and irrigation schemes. Possible negative effects must
be pointed out.

72. Disregard of return flow management throughout the Project area is
likely to lead to the reuse of water which has leached soils and may have become
saline or acidic. Increasing use of mobile pumps with which farmers take water
from any accessible source has increased the danger that soil quality could
deteriorate over the long run. No systematic monitoring of these possibly
negative effects is being undertaken.

73. Academic sources have, in discussion with PEM, expressed concern over
the possibility that the widespread construction of dikes prevents annual
flooding. This may eventually deprive the soils of organic nutrients and
inorganic trace elements which have over long periods of time contributed to the
high fertility of the delta soils.

74. Developments along the upper Mekong River basin may eventually have
detrimental effects. Deforestation is likely to increase flooding and seasonal
flow variations. Also, irrigation schemes upstream sometimes can reduce water
availability when it is most needed in the delta. As a result, some of the
existing protection and irrigation structures in the delta and projects on the
drawing boards may be rendered inutile in the future.

75. On the positive side is an emerging awareness that massive efforts and
expenditure towards increasing , rice production need not be an indefinite
endeavor;	 Instead, more efforts could be focussed on research and
experimentation on how to utilize existing natural conditions. Recent
developments, such as cultivating pineapple on acidic soils and valuable tree
species in marshy areas, have shown that higher value crops can be produced
without the need for massive investment and environmental changes.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A.	 Overall Assessment

76. The construction of dikes and the improvements to creeks and water
supply channels have proven useful as they enable farmers to use their own pumps
for irrigation, although at additional costs to the economy. While agricultural
production is increasing, the Project's contribution is limited by the doubtful
operational viability and decreasing utilization of the Project's pumping
stations and gravity delivery system. With an estimated EIRR of 7 per cent, the
Project is categorized as partly successful.
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B. Lessons Learned

77. The Project's design was based on the notion that large-scale
irrigation through gravity is cost efficient. However, the requirements for
efficient operational management and intensive maintenance were not adequately
considered in the choice of the Project's design.

78. What appeared to be well advised from an overall economic point of view
did not necessarily reflect farmers' profit-oriented decisions and their
considerations as to what is most practical in the local context. The disregard
of farmers' preferences was to the detriment of the Project.

79. Considerations of expediency led to cancellation of several useful
components of the Project and deprived the Project of the intended positive
demonstration effects.

80. The environmental implications of this irrigation Project are open to
question. Similar projects should in the future undergo environmental impact
assessment in the larger context of the river basin.

C.	 Follow-up Actions

81. No reconunendations for follow-up on this completed Project can
realistically be expected to be implemented. However, the post-evaluation
experience with this Project contains various aspects which should be given
consideration in the event of the Bank's future involvement in irrigation
development in the Mekong Delta.
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SHORTCOMINGS IN DESIGNS AND WORKMANSHIP

1. During the Project's implementation, the country became isolated from
world trade and external assistance and suffered shortages of investible
resources. The changes in the Project towards simple designs and construction
methods might well have been the least-cost approach to achieving the needed
short-term boost in rice production. However, it is detrimental in the longer
run that much of the quality of construction and equipment has been compromised.
The PEM concurs with the PCR's observation that almost all Project works were
completed at rudimentary standards of workmanship. Some of the civil works
construction was based on impractical designs. A combination of causes were
pointed out by the PCR, namely, limited capabilities of and inadequate guidance
and supervision of the Provincial Construction Company's work gangs and shortage
of suitable construction materials and mechanical as well as electrical
components.

2. The dike protecting the Project area in the north and vest from
intrusion of acid and saline water is not a continuous structure. Along most
of its length it remains well under the 2.5 m envisaged at appraisal. In places
it was left as it existed before the Project and only the road on top was
improved. While this might be sufficient for normally occurring flood levels,
the protective structures could well be overwhelmed by exceptional flooding.
As far as could be established, the probability of such an occurrence was not
considered and did not enter into the design. The channel to collect seepage
water was either incorrectly located or altogether neglected during construction.

3. Sluice gates in the protection dikes are of four different designs,
three of which have proven impractical and have rusted or are otherwise damaged
to an extent that they can no longer be operated. Only the swing gate design
appears to have proven practical as it has few moving parts, can be easily
serviced, and requires a minimum of effort by operators. Embankment sections
and foundations of gate structures, although exposed to only modest water
turbidity, have been damaged at several locations only a few years after
completion.

4. The pumping stations and pumps, the major irrigation component, were
constructed with a multitude of designs and equipped with a variety of locally
produced pumping equipment and electric components. At several stations the
intake basins and outfall stilling basins were damaged, probably due to the use
of unsuitable or adulterated materials. The various pumping stations within
the Project area were commissioned over the period from 1978 to 1986 and
according to length of operation and age show differing degrees of damage of
which very little seems to be repaired. Detail on the operational performance
of gates and pumping stations is contained in Appendix 2.

5. As regards the irrigation and drainage canals, neither the network
configuration nor design elements were detailed at appraisal or at reactivation.
It was therefore not possible to compare individual canal works in the Project
area against design specifications. It is the PEN's assessment that canals and
natural water courses in their present state are functioning to convey large
fresh water volumes when they occur naturally. So far they have also

(Reference in text: pages 4 and 5, paras. 21 and 23)
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accommodated the peak drainage volumes. However, the system cannot be expected
to efficiently handle smaller flows of pumped irrigation water throughout the
command areas as originally envisaged. The canals nowhere are lined and as water
flows are mostly placid throughout the area, erosion is not a major problem.

• At the same time encroachment by vegetation and the slightest obstruction earth
slips or damage by animals may cause irrigation waters cease to flow. Dredging
of the main supply river and canals to and from the pumping stations was

• reportedly undertaken under the Project but the precise extent of such works
could not be established. Their effect must have been minimized after five to
six years. The PEM was not in a position to identify specific works funded from
loan proceeds on canals, creeks and roads. In fact, the appearance of physical
structures and canal systems in the Project area is not substantially different
from those throughout other areas in the delta.
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DETAILS ON OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE OF PROJECT'S COMPONENTS

1. Although the width and height of the dike vary from the dimensions
envisaged at appraisal, it appears that terrain characteristics have been
correctly taken into account. No breach in the dike structure has occurred.
It is noted, however, that the function of a ditch to collect seepage water was
not well understood. The canal resulting from excavating material for the dike
is sometimes incorrectly located in front of the dike, is generally not
maintained and retains stagnant water.

2. From the various sluice gate designs the swing gates have proven the
most practical. All swing gates are supposed to open or close with the flow
direction but all were tied up in varying positions, preventing them to move
automatically. It was further observed that some smaller gate structures under
the management of district authorities are similarly inconsistently operated.
Most gates are immobilized in closed position, thus defending against saline
water intrusion but preventing drainage of acidic water. At some locations,
heavy growth of water hyacinth indicates that drainage must have been blocked
for long periods.

3. The PEN found that concern with acidity levels has lessened in the
hydrological field offices as well as with farmers. Measurements for acidity
are not taken systematically enough nor recorded long enough to clearly justify
such lessened concern, but two explanations were offered in the field. It is
possible that an ongoing drainage works program in two provinces to the north
and west of the Project area could in fact have reduced the seasonal flooding
with acidic water. Further, the widespread introduction of fast-growing rice
varieties have reduced the time span in which standing rice crops are at risk
of being damaged by saline water.

4. The Mission visited three of the Project's five pumping stations j and
observations on the conditions of the pumps actually precluded that they could
operate anywhere near their originally intended capacity. In each of the visited
pumping stations, some pump sets were inoperative, as they were either awaiting
local repairs or were taken to the manufacturer, involving down time up to nine
months when the Mission requested start-ups. Not one of the supposedly self-
priming pump sets could be activated easily. In some cases, leaks had to be
laboriously sealed with mud cakes in other cases the pumps had to be primed by
bucket brigades. It became clear that the pump sets are less robust than would
be desirable and that maintenance and repairs are not kept up to assure
operations according to design specifications.

5. The administrative procedures to activate the pumping stations are not
clearcut. From what the PEN could ascertain, the steps are complex and involve
first reaching consensus by farmers in the particular irrigation block and then
seeking approval from the provincial field office of the Ministry of Water
Resources. In most instances last minute repairs and cleaning of canals and
ditches cause delays in the supply of irrigation water.

i-"	 Also two pumping stations outside the Project area were visited for
comparison.

(Reference in text: page 7, para. 35)
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COST AND BENEFIT OUANTIFICATION

Project Costs

1. The estimates for 1978 and 1983 are ambiguous because the local costs
were expressed in nominal values while Viet Nam's currency was highly overvalued
at administratively set official exchange rates)' The PCR attempts a conversion
of the local costs by an "economic equivalence exchange rate" which reduces the

• Project's costs below the appraisal estimate. The PCR's contention that the
Project, as eventually implemented, is likely to have cost less in terms of
dollars than estimated at the Project's reformulation can be accepted. Several
major items such as the intake sluice and two pump stations were omitted from
the Project and irrigation infrastructure was generally completed at lower
standards than envisaged. Labor costs of the labor-intensive civil works
construction were held down due to the Government's ability to mobilize the
workforce at close to economic costs.

2. The PEN confirmed the PCR's finding that the annual investment costs
cannot be determined from records in the field for reasons detailed in the PCR
(paras. 19-20). The PCR therefore reconstructed the outlays for the Project by
costing the physical quantities expended for the Project at the Government's mid-
1987 unit cost schedules and in the case of imported items with prevailing
international prices. This approach is accepted as the only available
approximation, while obvious shortcomings in the methodology and the inherent
imprecision are recognized. As was the case for the PCR Mission, PEN was unable
to obtain a price index time series or CDP deflator to adjust local costs to base
year values. By summarily valuing all costs at 1987 prices the Project's overall
costs are likely to be overestimated. At the same time the Project costs tend
to be underestimated as the substantial price distortion throughout the economy
could not be taken into account.

3. The PCR Mission was hesitant to use the free market exchange rate of
Dong 1,090 $1.00 because of distortions related to the extreme thinness of the
foreign exchange market at that time. Instead the PCR adopted an economic
equivalence exchange rate of Dong 550 per US do1lar. The recent floating of
the exchange rate has led to substantial devaluation of the local currency to
Dong 3,900 prevailing in mid-1989. This provided new insights into the long-
term deterioration of the real value of the local currency which averaged a 90
per cent loss of value annually. The PEM considers that the extreme devaluation
which occurred after the PCR Mission justifies using the then free market rate
in revising the EIRR rather than the equivalence rate. This adjustment reduces
the US dollar equivalent of the local cost component to US $ 3 . 034 million,
substantially below the PCR figure. This also reduces- the Project's overall
costs to US$ 9,096 million (see Table 1).

1	 The free market exchange rate exceeded the official exchange rate by a
factor of six in 1978 and by a factor of nine in 1983.

' This was derived as the rate that would equate the mid-1987 border import
price of rice with the domestic open market rice price. The underlying
assumption was that Viet Nam has a rice standard economy because a
substantial part of all economic transactions are denominated in rice (for
details, refer to PCR, paras. 21-22 and Appendix 11).

(Reference in text: page 12, para. 57)
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Table 1: Project's Investment Costs
(in '000)

Foreign Exchange Costs' 	 Local Currency	 Total

Adjusted by MUV to	 Costs' Converted	 Project Costs

1987 USS values	 to 1987 USS values	 (in '000 USS)

1978
	

59
	

47
	

106

1979
	

55
	

85
	

140

1980
	

3,767
	

284
	

4,051

1981
	

226
	

311
	

537

1982
	

303
	

229
	

532

1983
	

331
	

292
	

623

1984
	

471
	

725
	

1,196

1985
	

538
	

658
	

1,196

1986
	

311
	

279
	

590

1987
	

124
	

124

TOTAL
	

6,062
	

3,034
	

9,096

W	 Excerpted from PCR, Appendix 10.
'	 Excerpted from PCR, Appendix 10. The exchange rate of Dong 550 per

US dollar is replaced by the rate of Dong 1,080 per US dollar. No
CDP deflator or standard conversion factor could be applied.

B.	 Project Benefits

4. Data obtained by the PEM on overall land use and yields in the Project
area did not differ substantially from the projections contained in the PCR.
This report therefore maintains the PCR's data base but introduces amendments
to reflect significant new developments. In summarizing it appears that the
predictions of increasing cropping intensity and yields have been met and may
have in part exceeded expectations Jri Lhc last two years on account of the
liberalization of the agricultural sector. The farmers' own initiative to employ
mobile pumps and increased cultivation efforts have apparently compensated for
the stagnating performance of the Project's irrigation facilities. This
development has brought the "without" the Project situation and "with" the
Project situation to resemble more closely. Without the Project, farmers were
assumed to have no other choice than t.o use mobile pump sets, although not quite
to the extent as has developed now. While additional production has
materialized, the anticipated cost savings from large-scale pumping and gravity
irrigation apply to only 15 per cent of the Project's cropping area. On the
positive side remains the fact that several of the Project's components, i.e.,
the protection dike and the improved water supply creeks and canals and the
drainage provisions, have played a role in making suitable irrigation water
available, thus enabling farmers to employ their own pump sets.

5. The following specific assumption was made in amending the PCR's
benefit calculations:

(1)	 From 1987 onward a production cost increase of 35 per cent was
taken into account for 80 per cent of the cropped area that was
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to be irrigated by the Project to reflect the additional
costs of irrigating by mobile pump sets, Table 2, item 4.

(ii)	 Cropping area and yields in the "without" the Project
situation were updated to reflect the positive developments

-	 independent of the Project, Table 2, items 1 and 2.

Table 2 below contains input data for the benefit calculation.

Table 2: Quantification of Mricultural Benefits

	1978	 1983	 1987	 1988	 1995	 2000

1. Crop Area (ha)
With Project

Paddy	 10,060	 10.680	 12,410	 13,200	 14,110	 14,425
Subsidiary Crops	 1,040	 1,345	 1,975	 3,100	 4,255	 4,400

Without Project
Paddy	 10,303	 10,458	 12,584	 12,654	 13,841	 14,005
Subsidiary Crops	 1,352	 1.386	 1,414	 1,438	 1,471	 1,508

2. Crop Yields (mt/ha)
With Project

Paddy	 3.1	 3.4	 3.7	 4.1	 4.3	 4.5
Subsidiary Crops	 9.1	 9.3	 10.0	 13.0	 14.0	 16.0

Without Project
Paddy	 3.0	 3.1	 3.2	 3.3	 3.5	 3.6
Subsidiary Crops	 8.6	 9.3	 10.0	 10.5	 12.0	 12.0

3. Production Value ($'OOO)
With Project

Paddy	 8,426	 6,654	 6,509	 7,648	 8,600	 9,201
Subsidiary Crops	 771	 1,166	 1,939	 2,278	 4,874	 5,760

Without Project
Paddy	 8,252	 5,893	 5,271	 5,809	 6,254	 6,201
Subsidiary Crops	 948	 1,059	 1,236	 1,835	 1,662	 1,648

4. Production Cost ($'OOO)
With Project

Paddy	 2,011	 2,304	 3,983	 4,680	 4,553	 4,671
Subsidiary Crops	 385	 489	 946	 1,112	 2,039	 2,109

Without Project
Paddy	 2,000	 2,031	 3,122	 3,668	 3,197	 3,245
Subsidiary Crops	 512	 528	 795	 934	 828	 849

5. Net Benefit ($'OOO)
With Project	 6,801	 5,027	 3,519	 4,134	 7,242	 8,181
Without Project	 6,688	 4,393	 2,590	 3,042	 3,891	 3,755

6. Incremental
Benefits81	58	 323	 473	 556	 1,706	 2,291

8/	 Incremental benefits were converted from the exchange rate of Dong 550.00 applied in the PCR to
an exchange rate of Dong 1,080 per US dollar.
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Table 3: Calculation of Econo c1ntcrnlRate of Return (EIRR)

COST___ ____
Operation tntd 	 Incremental	 Cash

Year	 Investmenta	 Mainten.qnc	 Total	 Benefitsb	 Flow

1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
L 991
.1 1)92
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000

26
27
28
29
31
32
37
42
4G
51
55

59
62
63
64

66
66
67
67
68
68
69

106
140

4,051
537
532
623

1,196
1,196

590
124

132
167

4,079
566
563
655

1.233
1,238

636
175
55
59
62
63
64
65
66
66
67
67
68
68
69

58
82

115
162
229
323
355
391
430
473
556
653
767
902

1,059
1,245
1,463
1,706
1,800
1,912
2,025
2,132

-74
-85

-3,964
-404
-334
-332
-878
-847
-206
298
501
594
705
839
995

1,180
1,397
1,640
1,733
1,845
1,957
2,064
3,055

IRR
	

7.3%

a	 The PCR's cost data were Jju;td by the exchange rate of
Dong 1,080 for US$1.00.

b	 Incremental benefits frt 1 bA I wtre cicuiated with new assumptions.
A salvage value 	 r eqI	 it ' .ts . suraed at 20 per cent.


